Abstract
Introduction when in vivo outcomes do not match those of in vitro characterizations. We have encountered such an apparent discrepancy when making chimeras from the LacI/GalR transcription factors by the paralogous regulatory domain (see and "LLhG". All variants of LLhG in this manuscript contain the E62K mutation ("+K"), indicated by the yellow 87 asterisk, as well as the "E230K" mutation (described in Materials and Methods).
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Next, in exploring the outcomes that arose from amino acid changes in the interface 90 between the DNA-binding and regulatory domains [5, 6, 11, 12] , we purified sets of variants for 91 the LacI:PurR chimera ("LLhP" [6] ) and the LacI:GalR chimera ("LLhG+K" [5] ) for biophysical studies [3, 4] . This allowed us to compare in vivo repression with in vitro DNA binding affinities 
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Results
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The stronger repression for LLhG+K variants, as compared to LLhP variants (Fig 2) , 232 could be explained by several phenomena. Thus, we first ruled out the "trivial" explanations of 233 different protein expression levels and in vitro buffer conditions (see Materials and Methods).
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Next, we considered two other possible differences: Either the LLhP variants were competed protein complex) simultaneously binds two distal binding sites on DNA, "looping out" the 243 intervening DNA sequence (Fig 3 A-C (Fig 4; S4 Fig) . Although it seems surprising that a proline in the middle of the helix (Fig 1B) 
